
Note on Knypersley Mill, Brown Edge, Staffordshire (near Stoke on Trent). 

Grid Ref: SJ 8959 5476 On “Head of Trent”, that becomes R. Trent. 

1. Like Harracles Mill, not far away, (but unlike most mills in Staffordshire), 

this mill was very much a fringe-of-the-Peak-District mill, being built of 

sandstone and including plant which had been used for oatmeal. When I 

visited the mill on 28th Aug 1968, I met Mr. James Holdcroft, then of High 

Gables nearby, who was the last person to run the mill and Mrs 

Holdcroft, wife of David Holdcroft, and they gave me quite a lot of 

information (below) about the running of the mill in its latter days. David 

Holdcroft had taken over the farm, including the mill building, from 

James (presumably his father) in April 1968. 

2. I made notes on an SPAB watermill survey questionnaire form that day, 

but never sent it in. Since the notes on the form are so higgledy-

piggledy, I set out the information in it at 3 below. 

3. Building and water supply: Sandstone,                                                                                                                           

3 storeys. One of the Holdcrofts said that 

the floorboards of the mill were of oak with 

steel tongues (like hoop iron) between the 

boards.  The mill was fed by a pond which I 

estimated as being of 2 or 3 acres, the bank 

of the pond being level with the top storey of the mill. This pond was in 

turn fed by a really big pool held back by an impressive dam over which 

a road passed. [This was Knypersley Reservoir: an old map (pre-1913) 

indicates it was once the property of the Trent and Mersey Canal 

Navigation Company. They built the mill – see comments below on 

Robert Sherlock’s book.] The Holdcrofts had always found the water 

supply satisfactory.  

History: Mill built 1827 (tablet on SW side of mill “ERECTED AD 1827”). 

James Holdcroft came to the farm, that included the 

mill, in the 1930’s (the date seems to have been given 

me variously as 1932, or 1936 to 7). He rented it at 

first and bought it in 1958. Before him it was a family 

called Durber (who in 1968 still had relatives nearby, in High Lane, 

Brown Edge) and before then another Holdcroft, no known relative. 



(James or David or Mrs David Holdcroft also said that Mr Holdcroft at 

Blythebridge Mill, Staffs (the one at Blythemarsh, not the Blythebridge 

Mill at Kingstone) was a not a known relative of theirs either. Evidently it 

is a common name in the Stoke-on-Trent area). 

The mill was little used between the Wars. In fact Mr (James) Holdcroft 

did not use the mill until the beginning of World War 2, but from then on 

until the mill machinery became too decrepit in about 1950 (possibly as 

early as 1947), he used it not only for animal feed for his own farm but 

also ground for other farmers. He only ran one pair of stones at a time. 

The centre pair of stones was the last to be used. Booths of Congleton 

dressed the millstones. He installed a plate mill (grist mill) as well during 

the War and that was driven too by the waterwheel. 

Willetts of Burslem repaired the crown wheel where some teeth had 

been ripped off when the pinion got out of mesh. The new teeth to 

replace the damaged ones were bolted on (see below).  They also 

replaced a wooden shaft with a steel one and put in new bushes (1939 

or 40). A man of about 50 and an apprentice of about 15 came to the 

mill from Willetts to start it up for the wartime grinding. The creaking of 

the bearings and the general clattering of the wheel frightened the lad 

so much that he ran for his life! 

Waterwheel: A high breast wheel. I recall that water came in at or near 

the top; internal, under the middle floor, 8ft 0in radius overall, 4ft 4in 

width across the sole board and arms. Iron shaft (apparently wrought, 

8in square), iron hubs, wooden arms (ten each side), 

iron rims, wooden sole boards and buckets; buckets one 

foot apart and of similar construction to those at 

Harracles Mill, viz L- shaped, 2 boards each in slots in 

the rim – see sketch. Iron pentrough; the gate of the 

pentrough was underneath and swivelled. The gate was 

operated by a hand wheel, but how this caused the gate to swivel was 

unclear to me.  

Gears There were three pairs of stones driven by the usual spur gear 

arrangement (A fourth pair had been driven differently, but the drive 



had gone, whatever it was.) All the gears that remained, up to and 

including the crown wheel, were cast iron, single castings except for the 

gt spur which had two. All had 8 T-section radial arms and solid teeth, 

except the surviving stone nuts, which had four I-section arms each and 

wooden cogs. Teeth numbers and dimensions were; – Pit Wheel- 99 

teeth, 4ft 2in radius, 3ft 10½in across pitch circle; Wallower- 43, 3’0”dm, 

(2’8”dm across pc); Gt spur wheel- 104 apparently, 3’6” rds, (3’5.125”); 

RH stone nut, seen facing waterwheel) c.21, 9½” rds, (8.¾”); middle 

stone nut c24, 11” rds, (10”); LH stone nut not in position but was loose 

in the mill – approx. 11”overall rds, about 24 cogs, wedged in; Crown 

wheel (on the middle (= stone) floor) 29” overall rds, teeth were turned 

upwards. The several new teeth mentioned by Mr Holdcroft (above) 

could be seen. Curiously they had a somewhat sharper profile than the 

old ones.  

A bevel gear drove a line shaft from the crown wheel and another bevel 

gear on that shaft drove a shaft with three pulleys on (see sketch). This 

was the shaft Mr H mentioned 

as having been installed by 

Willetts. One of these pulleys 

was for the sack hoist (belt 

gone). Presumably the others 

had driven machines for grinding animal feed. 

Upright shaft Wooden, 17in across the flats. 8-sided at bottom, 6 sided 

where the gt spur wheel fitted on, then round to the top. Mr Holdcroft 

said the upright shaft used to run on “steel pennies” – presumably 

something similar to the old practice of extending the life of a footstep 

bearing by putting a cartwheel penny under the gudgeon pin. 

Millstones The layout of the three pairs of stones around the gt spur 

wheel and the one pair separately is shown in this sketch. 

 



There was no sign of there ever having been a nut (pinion) on the stone 

spindle supporting the detached stones. Presumably they were 

overdriven, perhaps by belt, but the drive was missing, and Mr H said he 

had never used those stones. Only one was in position, a peak (or 

possibly composition) bedstone with no apparent dressing 4ft 9in dm. 

The note says it had a x rynd, but that presumably means it was an old 

runner which had had a x rynd. It seems clear this was a pair used for 

shelling oats for oatmeal, especially as there was a machine close by on 

the floor below which had a fan and could have blown away the husks. 

(There was also a 4ft 4in dm stone loose in the mill which appeared to 

have provision for an x rynd.) . These stones (only) had a bridge tree and 

brayer arrangement for tentering. 

LH stones, of those round the spur wheel. 4’6”dm peak stone in position. 

Another 4’6” peak leaning against the wall was perhaps the runner. 

Middle stones appeared to be burrs, 4’2” dm. RH ones were 4’4” dm 

burrs. The middle and RH stones had the usual screw-on-end-of-bridge-

tree tentering, and ring and screw disengagement for the stone nuts 

(partly dismantled in the case of the RH stones). The only stone furniture 

was loose in the mill – two octagonal tuns and two ordinary (square) 

conical hoppers. 

Sack hoist This was the type as at Gayton Mill, Staffs for example, where 

a pulley on a shaft parallel with the shaft of the chain bollard revolved 

constantly. When a lever was pulled, one of the bearings on one of the 

shafts shifted sufficiently for the revolving pulley to touch a pulley on 

the bollard shaft, thereby setting it going. This one, like that at Gerrards 

Bromley Mill, had a brake shoe. That gave the operator the option of 

three positions -  bollard turning, bollard free to move (operator could 

pull the chain down again), and fixed (sack could be held “in mid air” if 

need be).      

Other items. There was an oat-drying kiln in the mill, like a separate 

room at the opposite end from the waterwheel. Also in the mill was the 

remains of what may have been an oatmeal sieve. Mr H said it was a 

trough for meal coming down the spouts and the meal was shovelled 

out with wooden shovels, but it had evidently previously had moving 



parts. There was a lineshaft with three pulleys loose in the mill. Also 

loose in the mill half of a wire machine cylinder 1’5” internal dm, 5’8” 

long. 

4.  The book “Industrial Archaeology of Staffordshire” by Robert Sherlock 

(1976) says in the entry for Brown Edge “The construction of Knypersley 

Reservoir…. necessitated rebuilding Knypersley Mill. The Trent & Mersey 

Canal Company evidently built the mill themselves, which explains the 

unfamiliar design and attention to detail…….The [water]wheel’s maker 

may have been John Cope of Milton near Burslem, who in February 1827 

offered for sale the wheel of the about to be superseded Knypersley 

Mill.” 

5. I see that there are several items relevant to the mill in the online 

catalogue of Staffs record office. A picture on the Staffordshire Past 

Track website is said to show the former Knypersley Mill in 1826, 

immediately before rebuilding.   

6. Items on the internet show that the mill is now a house and it has been 

gutted of machinery. 

John Bedington, 2019 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

My photos of this mill: 

B/W photos: Taken 28th August 1968 – ST69a, SE end of mill; ST69b, mill seen 

from the west; ST69c, hub and arms of waterwheel; ST69d, general view of the 

stone floor; ST69e groat machine; ST69f, main gears; ST69g, meal trough and 

spouts; ST69h, Pit wheel and bottom of upright shaft (v. underexposed); ST69i, 

Mill from across pond; ST69j, the weir.  

Colour slides: Taken 28th Aug 1968 – STag1, Tail side of mill, waterwheel end. 

 

 

 


